Q2 Other Considerations

- Have you let the Transportation Dept. to weigh in on the traffic options here?
- We propose that the process should be postponed until we have a new leader (Solid Leadership)
- This is not a comprehensive plan at all.
- Allow the new Superintendent to weigh in all this instead of the interim Superintendent.
- This whole plan should be Postponed.
- Will there be any funding impact if Pleasantdale stays at 73% Capacity?
(2a) What other items relating to the Board-approved criteria should the Superintendent consider as he develops the Superintendent Recommendation to the Board?

- County has not address Oak Cliff
- Disturbs more neighborhoods than it needs to.
- Moving Livsey to Pleasantdale releases the overcrowding of Livsey.
- Why not do a more comprehensive redistricting - get more federal $$
- Making this decision w. an interim Superintendent is poor
- Reconsider making Mega Schools + neighborhood schools.
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- Lack of transparency
- Meeting should be labeled Lakeside NOT Pleasantdale.
- Wait for new Superintendent
- Numbers are not accurate.
2. What other items relating to the Board approved criteria should the Superintendent consider?

- Plan does not include Sagamore Hills, Hawthorne & Oakgrove ES. Not dealing w/ projected enrollment.

- Oakgrove will be under enrollment.

- Briarlake special needs students are housed indoors & reg. Ed classes in portables.

- Evansdale is a school choice.

- Make Pleasantdale a School Choice & grow Spanish immersion program.

- Evansdale school choice students should move to Pleasantdale ES.

- Redistrict Oakliff Theme School away from Pleasantdale.

W. A. N
What are the
- Does not consider families that don't drive
- Plan does not include Sagamore Hills, Hawthorne
- Certain schools are not included in the option plan redistricting.
- Overcrowding @ Hawthorne ≠ Sagamore Hills are not been addressed

Small chunk moving from Briarlake
- Loss of community/familiarity of students

A.H.W
What items relating to Board approved criteria should the Supt. consider to the board?

- Possible enlargement of the French immersion program @ Evansdale

- Why include Briarlake in the formula to move any students (only 30 students)? Use 3 schools instead of 4. Check accuracy of numbers in general.

- Delay changes until new leadership is in place. Until all financial pieces are in place.
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Parental concerns aren't being valued....

District Leadership
2. Parking Lot

- Take into consideration the possibility of friction/confrontation from affected stakeholders.

- Misperception that only Latinos have been relocated.

- Schools / further development of current facilities.